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We study examples of atomic domains which fail to satisfy the a.c.c. on principal 
ideals. 
An example of atomic domains was provided in [2], where an example of 
P. M. Cohn’s was mentioned as a conjecture without proof. We prove Cohn’s 
conjecture. 
Recall that a ring is atomic if every non-zero element hat is not a unit 
admits a representation as a product of irreducible elements (see [ 11). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k be a field, {~~}im,~ and z indeterminates, and let K be 
the field of rational functions in {xi}zO and z. Let F be the algebraic 
extension of K generated by {z~~“‘),“~~. Denote by yi the element Z'-j/Xi in F, 
for i = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
We set k[x] = k[ {Xi)pO=o], k[z*] = k[ {z2-i}zo], k[x, z*] = k[ {xi}im,o, 
{z’~~}~~] and k[x,y, z*] = k[ {xi)~~, (y}z_o, {z’ - i}z,-,]. 
For the subrings generated by finite subsets we set k,[x] = k[x,,,..., xm], 
:f*’ = k’ 
z*-“‘1, k,[x, z*] = k[x, ,..., x,, z*-‘“1 and k,[x, y, z*] = 
0 ,... 3 X,,Yo,..., Y,, z*-“l. 
Let S be the multiplicative subset of F generated by all elements in k[z*] 
which have a non-zero constant erm. Note that for every p E k [z *], we have 
p =p(~‘~~“) E k,[z*], that is, p is a polynomial over k in zZmm. We can thus 
symbolically write the condition for p to belong to S, as p(0) # 0. 
With this notation, we claim: 
THEOREM 1.1. The ring R = k[x, y, z*]s is an atomic domain that does 
not satisfy a.c.c. on principal ideals. 
The proof of this theorem is the goal of the following discussion and 
results: 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let k[(Xi}&, { Yi}&, z*] be the ring of polynomials in 
(Xi},:, and {Yi,yE=, over k[z*]. The natural map Xijxi, Yj+yj induces a 
natural epimorphism of k[{Xi}Eo, {Yi}i”o,o, z*] onto k[x,y, z*], whose 
kernel is generated by (Xi Yj - z’-~)~=~, , ,2,. . . . 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward. 
Notice that k,[x, z*] = k[x,,,...,x,,,, z’-~] is a ring of polynomials in 
(n + 2) variables, and R[(z-‘)*I = L[x, x-l], where (z-I)* = 
{1/Z2-n]n=0,...,X-‘= {x;l}iool), and L is the subfield of F generated by z* 
over k. Consequently, R[(z-‘)*I is a localization of a UFD, whence: 
LEMMA 1.3. The rings R[(z-‘)*I and k,[x, z*], for m =O, 1,2 ,..., are 
UFD’s. 
The extent to which the elements of k[x, y, z*] behave as polynomials is 
expressed in: 
LEMMA 1.4. Let h, gE k[x, y, z*] be such that he gE k[x]. Then, h, 
g Ekbl. 
Proof. First, notice that every element f in k[x, y, z*] belongs to some 
k,[x,y, z*] for a sufficiently large m. Thus, f can be expressed as 
fo +f,C+ a.* +f,C’ for a suitable t, where f, E k[x], < = z2-“‘, and, for i > 1, 
fiE k[x,x-’ 1. Using these type expressions for h and g, with a sufficiently 
large m so that both h and g lie in k,[x, y, z*], we have 
h=h,,+h,[+...+h$ and g=g(J +glC+*“+gjrj* 
In particular, since k[x, x-‘1 is a domain and h, g are elements in the ring 
of polynomials in c over k[x, x-‘1, it follows that if i > 0 or j > 0, then 
h, g @ k[x]. 
Consequently, h = h, and g = g,, whence h, g E k[x] as stated. 
An immediate consequence is: 
COROLLARY 1.5. In k[x, y, z*], the x’s are irreducible elements. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, a factorization of some x in k [x, y, z * ] yields a 
factorization in k[x], which is impossible. 
From Lemma 1.2 it follows that the interchanging of the xts and the y,‘s 
induces an automorphism of k[x, y, z*] onto itself. We may therefore derive: 
COROLLARY 1.6. In k[x, y, z*], the y’s are irreducible elements. 
Our next goal is to pass to R. Upon localizing, at elements of S the x’s 
will remain irreducible provided px = hg, with p E S, and h, g E k [x, y, z * 1 
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will imply h E S or else g E S. To verify this, we.pass yo k,[x, y, z*] for a 
sufficiently large m, so that there we have the representation for h and g as 
mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1.4. Since p(0) # 0, we must have h, # 0 
and g, f 0, and hence x = h, g,, where h,, g, E k[x]. We may thus assume 
without loss of generality that x = h, and 1 = g,. If we consider the equality 
px= hg in the UFD k_,[x, z*][xg’,...,x;‘], we may conclude that there 
exists relatively prime monomials rci and rc, in x,,,..., x,, and factors 
p,,pzEk[z*]ofp,p=p,p,,sothatsayh=xp,~r,ln,andg=p,7C2/7C,,and 
P*,PzES. 
An element f=fo+fic+.--+ ftc’, with f,Ek[x], <=z’-“’ for some 
integer m, and f;.Ek[x,x-‘1 for i=l,..., t lies in k[x,y,z*] iff 
fi[‘E k[x,y,z*] for i= l,..., t. Furthermore, the expression above is unique. 
In particular, if rc, and rr2 are relatively prime monomials in the x’s, andp(Q 
is an element of k[z*], then for the element p(C) n,/rr2 to belong to 
k[x, y, z*l it is necessary that p(0) = 0, or else rr2 = 1. Since p*(O) # 0, 
n1 = 1. Also p,(O) # 0, thus either x does not appear in 7c2, in which case 
rc2 = 1 and g E S as stated, or else x appears in x2. In the last case, we must 
have x = x2, because p,(O) # 0, whence h E S as stated. This proves that: 
COROLLARY 1.7. The x’s and the y’s are irreducible elements in R. 
The fact that the y’s are irreducible, follows by the automorphism of 
k[x, y, z* 1 as mentioned before Corollary 1.6, and its natural extension to an 
automorphism of R. 
As a consequence we derive: 
PROPOSITION 1.8. In R, zzei is a product of irreducible elements for 
i = 0, l,.... 
Note that z = x0 y, = (x, y,)* = (x2 Y,)~, etc. 
To proceed, we need to characterize the elements of k[x, y, z] n 
k,[X,y, z*l[l/x,, a-. q,J. The last ring is in fact a localization at 
I(1l-G . . . x,,J~}~,~ ,,.,. of the UFD k[xo ,..., x,, z*-~]. Let f be an element in 
k[xo,..., x,, z*‘+l[ l/x,, ... x,1, and let a71(T-‘(z2-m)i be a monomial off, 
where a E k, n, u, are products of x’s: 71 = x;o .-- x:m, u = x00 -es x”, such B 
that ai& = 0 for i = O,..., m. We assume that f is the sum of its monomial, 
and there are no repetitions of similar monomials. Then 
LEMMA 1.9. With the above notations, f E R lflfor each monomial with 
a#O, i2-m~Po+P,2-‘+...+Pm2-m. 
The proof follows from the construction of R as a localization of 
k[x, y, z*] at elements p(z’-“) withp(0) # 0. 
We have already seen that zs factors into irreducible factors whenever 
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zs E R, and we noted that there are various decompositions. The common 
property for all decompositions of z’ lies in: 
LEMMA 1.10. Let zs =gh, where g, h E k[x,y,z*], then g and h huve 
the form ano-‘zy, where TL and u are product of x’s, zv E R, and a E k. 
The proof is straightforward, using the expression for g and h as used in 
the proof of Lemma 1.4. 
Let f be any element in k[x, y, z*], and let f =f, . . . f, be any decom- 
position in k[x,y, z*], Consider it as a decomposition in 
k,[x, z*] [l/x, . . . xm] for a large enough m. Then, it follows that this is a 
proper decomposition for f in k,[x, z*] [l/x, ... xm], or else somef,‘s consist 
of a product of x’s. Consequently, in k,[x, y, z*], f decomposes into a 
product of irreducible factors. As we are interested in studying factorization 
in R, we may assume that f has no factor of the form p(z’-“) with p(0) # 0. 
It follows that: 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Every element f in k [x, y, z * 1 factors in k, [x, y, z * ] 
into a product of irreducible elements in k,[x, y, z*], f = f, . . . f,, for a 
sufficiently large m, provided f has no factor of the form p(z’-“) with 
P(O) f 0. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem: 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let r E R be any element, and let r E k[x, y, z *]. 
Suppose no factor of r is of the form p(z’-“) with p(0) # 0. 
Let r = r-i . . . r, be a decomposition of r in k,[x, y, z*] into a product of 
irreducible factors. 
Let ri be any factor. If ri equals some x’s, y’s or some power of z, then ri 
is a product of irreducible elements in R. Otherwise, we claim ri is 
irreducible in R. To settle this, one applies induction on m. It will suffice to 
verify that ri is irreducible in k,, i [x, y, z*]. Consider ri in k[x,,,..., x,+, , 
z*-(~+“] [l/x, . . . x,+ i], and assume ri = st with s, t E k,, , [x, y, z*]. We 
may disregard factors that are of the form p(z’-“) with p(0) # 0. Conse- 
quently, it follows that if x,+ i does not appear in s, then the decomposition 
takes place already in k,[x, y, z*] and this is a contradiction. Otherwise, 
xm+1I ~orx,+~~tink,+,[x,y,z*],sayx,+,s’=s,thenx~~,t’=t,withs’, 
t’Ek,+i[x,y,z*] and ri=s’t’. By Lemma 1.9, for every monomial 
a7ru -‘z’ in ri = s’t’ with a # 0, we have 6 = (2-“) d for some integer d, as 
ri E k[x, y, z*]. Furthermore, (2-“‘) d > i, + i, 2-l +..a+ i,2-” and the 
inequality is proper for every monomial of ri with a # 0, since in its decom- 
position in k,,, [x, y, z*], x;ilt’ E k,,, [x, y, z*]. This is possible if in all 
the monomials of t’ with non-zero coefficient he inequality is proper, hence 
both sides differ by at least (T) ’ m+ ’ Furthermore, the difference between the . 
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two sides of the inequality at least adds up when monomials are multiplied, 
that is, if& and f, are monomials, and A denotes the difference between the 
two sides of the inequality, then A(fifi) > A& + Afi. Consequently, for 
every monomial of ri with a #O, we have ull(~-‘z~-*-~E k,[x,y,z*]. In 
particular, z2-” ’ is a factor of ri in k,[x,y, z*], and this contradicts the 
hypothesis. 
In case r has a factor of the form p(z’-“) with p(O) # 0, consider r = qr’, 
where q = q(z*-“) and q(0) # 0, and r’ E k[x,y, z*] has no factor of the 
form p(z’-“), p(O) f 0. 
We have thus established that the embedding of k,[x,y, z*] in k[x, y, z*] 
is an inert embedding. 
Finally, let r be an arbitrary element in R. For a suitable element s E S, 
we have sr E k[x, y, z*], and as such we have a decomposition of sr into 
s’r, ... rm, where s’ is an element of S and r 1 ,..., rm are irreducible elements 
of k[x,y, z*]. Both s and s’ are in S, so r = s”rl ... r, with rl ,..., r, 
irreducible in R and s” = s//s” a unit in R. 
Notice that the elements in S as elements of k[x, y, z*] are not known to 
be products of irreducible elements in k[x, y, z*]. In fact we suspect hat in 
general they are not factorable. That is, k[x, y, z*] is not known to be an 
atomic domain. 
If n denotes the prime ideal of R generated by all x’s and y’s, then R, is a 
local atomic domain. 
To end the proof we need to show that R does not satisfy a.c.c. on prin- 
cipal ideals, but this follows from the strictly increasing sequence of ideals: 
(z) c (z’-‘) c.. .c (z*-“) c.. . 
EXAMPLE 2 (Cohn’s Example). In [2] the following example, due to 
Cohn, is described: R = F[{Xi}z=,, Y, 2, {Ui}~D=l], where F is a field, 
{Xi}zl, Y, Z are indeterminates, and Ui =X,Y/XiZi for i= l,.... It was 
conjectured by Cohn that R is atomic, and it was observed there that R does 
not satisfy a.c.c. for principal ideals. 
We make a slight change of the notation to make the ring more 
symmetric: R = F[ {Xi}EO, Z, { Ui}yE,] by writing U, for Y. The condition 
Ui =X0 U,/XiZi can also be written in a symmetric form, namely, UiXi = 
u, x,/zi. 
For any given integer n, R, = F[{Xi);=,, Z, {Ui};=,] is a subring of R, 
and R, is a Krull domain. This is a consequence of observing that for an 
height one prime p in R, we have either: 
(a) Z E p, whence Y, ,..., YnPl E p(Yi =Xi or Ui for i = l,..., n - l), 
and as (Z, Y,,..., Ynml) generate a prime ideal q, then q = p. In R,, Z 
generates pR,, hence R, is a discrete valuation ring. 
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Let S be the subset of (0, l,..., (n - 1)) for which Y, =X, iff i E S. If us 
denotes the corresponding valuation, then (i) us(Z) = 1, (ii) u,(XJ = n -j 
and us(U,) = 0 whenever jE S, and (iii) u&X,) = 0 and us(Uj) = n -j 
whenever j 6? S. 
Observe that for each S, the obvious extension of us to R, yields a 
valuation for R,, at a height one prime p for which Z E p, 
We will denote the corresponding d.v.r.‘s by R(l),..., Rob (s = 2”; any 
ordering of the S’s will do). 
(b) Z 6$ p, whence R, is a localization at a height one prime of 
R,[ l/Z]. This last ring is a UFD, as we can represent it as F[ (Xi}y=O, 
u, 3 z; 1/q. 
If Xi Vi 65 p for i = O,..., n, then R, is a localization at a height one prime 
of the UFD 
R,* =F[(Xi}:=,, U,,Z; {l/Xi};==,, l/U,, l/Z] =R,[l/X, . . . X,U,Z]. 
In particular, R, is a d.v.r. 
If Yi E p for some i, 0 < i < n, where Yi = Xi, or else Yi = Ui, then there 
results a subset T of (O,..., n)suchthatX,EpiffiETandU,Epiffi&T. 
Set Y, iff X, E p and Yi = Vi iff Vi E p, then (Y,, . .. Y,) generates p and Yi, 
for any i, 0 < i < n, generates p’t, in R,. In particular R, is a d.v.r. 
Let w, denote the correspondmg valuation, then 
(9 +(Z) = 0, 
(ii) w,(X,) = 1 and wT(Uj) = 0 whenever j E T, and 
(iii) wr(Xj) = 0 and w,(Uj) = 1 whenever j 6? T. 
For each subset T of (O,..., n), the obvious extension of w, to R, yields a 
valuation for R,, at a height one prime p for which Z 6? p. 
We will denote the corresponding d.v.r.‘s by RF+‘) . . . R(n3’) (any ordering 
of the Ts will do, and there are 2”+’ = 2 . s subsets). 
The ring R, is an atomic ring since it is a Noetherian ring. We have: 
LEMMA 2.1. The domain R, is a Krull domain for every positive n. In 
particular, R, is an atomic domain. 
Proof. We claim that R, = R,* n n:SIR . (i) Obviously this claim will 
settle the lemma. 
Let fE R,* be an element for which u,(f) > 0 and w,(J) > 0 for all finite 
subsets S of (0 ,..., (n - 1)) and T of (0 ,..., n). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that each monomial in f has the 
form X= X$ ... Xf:UiZk for suitable integers i,,,..., i,, i, k. If such a 
monomial has a non-negative value for us and wr, then, by taking 
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S = (0 ,..., (n - l)}, v&X) > 0 implies k >, 0. Taking T= {O ,..., (n - l)} and 
T = (0 ,..., (n - 2), n}, we have from w,(X) > 0 that i, > 0, and i > 0. 
Suppose ,ij > 0 for j > n -j, and ij < 0 for j = n -j,. Let S be the subset 
of (O,..., (n - 1)) consisting of (0 ,..., (n -jO)), and let T be (0 ,..., (n -j,)) 
considered as a subset of (O,..., 
w,(X)=i+ij>O. 
n). Then v,(X) = k +j, . i(n-jo) > 0, and 
Furthermore, for T = (O,..., (n -jO), n) we get 
wT(X) = i, + ij > 0. 
Consequently, [X1: ’X, U,Z’o] ij = U’j’j’ where j = n - jO, (-ii) > 0, and 
by substituting ~~:~~ in X, the power of X,, becomes i + ij, that of U, 
becomes i, + ij, and that of Z becomes k +j, . i,, -j,) > 0. In a similar way 
one may proceed to derive the consequence that each monomial that belongs 
to R,* and has non-negative us and wT values for all S’s and 7% can be 
represented in the form Yt . . . Yf,rl X$ULZk, where Yi = Xi or else Yi = Ui 
for i = O,..., (n - 1) and i O,..., i,, i, k are non-negative integers. This represen- 
tation is in fact unique, up to a replacement of g by q (=l). 
Coming back to f in R$, the way U, and wr extend, each monomial that 
appears in f with non-zero coefficient has to have all the vs and w, 
valuations non-negative. 
Note that two monomials have the same us and w, values for all subsets S 
and T iff the monomials equals in R,*. 
Consequently,fE R,* n n!SIRc) ifffE R,. Q.E.D. 
We pass to the ring A that is an epimorphic image of R, namely, 
A=R/+l) or A=F[(Xi}z,, {Ui}zO] with XiUi=X,Y,,, for i=O,.... Set 
in a similar obvious way A,, to denote the truncated subring of A, then A,, is 
a factor ring of R,. Finally, A, is a Krull domain; the proof resembles that 
of R,, being a Krull domain. The elements of A, can be represented in 
various forms: for m < n, 
j-(X, ,...) x,, u, ,..*, U,)=f(X, ,... 7x,, u,,..., urn, uox,/xm+,Y-~ UrJXolXJ 
= (l/x*)f *(x0,..., x,, u,,..., Urn), 
where X* = II,“-,“X;;;~ where a,+i are suitable non-negative integers. 
LEMMA 2.2. A,, is a Krull domain. In particular A,, is atomic. 
Suppose now that f is an irreducible element in A,. We claim that it 
remains such in A,,, for n < M, or: A,, is inertly embedded in A,,,. 
To this extent suppose first that F is an infinite field, and let f = gh, where 
g, hEA,,,, m > n. For a suitable product lZ= X:7+: ... XEm, I7f = g*h*, 
where g*,h*EF[(Xi}r!“=o, UO]. For everyf,+,,...,f,EF setting~,+~=f,+~ 
we get a decomposition off in S, , whence either g*(x, ,..., x,, f, + , ,..., f,, q,) 
or h*(x,,,...,x,, fn+l,...rfmr u,) is invertible. As F is an infinite tiled, this 
cannot hold for every (m - n)-tuple f,,, , ,..., f, unless g* or h * is invertible. 
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Let g* = s E F - (0). Since g = s/n* E A,,,, it follows that g = s. Conse- 
quently f remains irreducible. As the equality f = gh can be considered in 
any field over F, the result follows also in case F is a finite field (e.g., extend 
F to the field of national function F(f)). 
LEMMA 2.3. A,, is inertly embedded in A,,, for every m > n. 
We have thus established: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. A is an atomic domain. 
Passing to R, observe first, that the X’s and the Vs are irreducible, since 
they are irreducible in A, and since Xi =f. g E R leads to f =f(Z) (or else 
g =g(Z)), by passing to R/(Z - s) for all s E F, and furthermore this is 
impossible without f (Z) E F (e.g., extending F to a finite field E if necessary, 
where f (Z) has a zero in E, will imply X, = 0, which is a contradiction). 
Also, Z is irreducible in R, since Z = f. g E R implies that fi g E FlZl, 
whence f E F or else g E F. 
Let g be an element in R, then g E R, for a suitable n. 
Ifg=glgz9 whereg19g2ER,n+lv then evaluating Z at s E F we get a 
decomposition for an element of A, in A,,+, . 
Each of the v and w valuations for R, has two natural extensions to the 
field of quotients of R,, ,, namely, (1) (a) v(X,+,)=-1 v(U,+,)=O and 
(b) v(X,+,)=O v(U,+,)=-1; and (2) (a) w(X,,,)= 1 w(LI,+,)=-I and 
(b) w(X,+,)=--1 w(f-J,,+,)= 1. 
Using these extensions, one verities that if Xk, , r/L+, appears in some 
monomial of g, with i zj, say i >j, then X,. , divides g, in R,, + , (in fact 
XL divides g,), and necessarily U, , , divides g, (in fact Ua, , divides gJ. 
Consequently X,- , (I,,+ , divides g in R,, , . Verifying the meaning of this 
result upon the monomials Y$ . . . Y?Xk + , UL , , Zj of g it follows that Z is a 
factor too, that is, X,, , U, , , Z divides g. We have thus one factor of g of the 
form (X, U,)(in fact(X, U,,)j). For the second factor, we have its monomial 
of the form Y$ . . . YkX:, , , Uf, . ,Zj. Apply the various c valuation yields 
i <j. whence all the monimials are in fact in R,. Consequently, if g factors 
in R, , , , it already factors in R,. That is: 
LEMMA 2.4. R, is inertly embedded in R, + , . 
Since R, are atomic rings, and since the embedding of R, into R,,, , is 
inert. it follows: 
THEOREM 2.5. R is an atomic ring. 
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